6 inch high extruded edge aluminum material conforming to ASTM 6209 for Alloy 5052-H38 or equivalent (note I-beam like shape)

letter type shall conform to FHA Standard Alphabets for Highway Signs, Series B, upper case, spacing per MUTCD

at the end of the road name there are 3 spaces 6 inches in length which are stacked one over the other. These spaces are reserved for the route decal, the block number and the road type suffix.

post shall be a 9’x2”x2” 14 gauge square galvanized steel quick punch breakaway post complete with anchor base or equivalent. Hole diameters should be 7/16 inch

high intensity (encapsulated) reflectorized green background sheeting, 3M "Scotchlrite" brand product number 3877 or equivalent product

sticker for route decal shall be non-reflectorized, black message on a white field

SQUARE CORNERS

on private roads, the word "private" replaces the route sticker

MOUNTING BRACKET

2” x 2” 14 GAGE GALVANIZED STEEL POST

3/8” CORNER BOLT OR 3/8” DRIVE RIVETS

GROUND LINE

signs will be attached to the mounting brackets and post using heavy duty aluminum vandal resistant screws, bolts and/or nuts

2 1/4 X 2 1/4 12 GAGE GALVANIZED STEEL BASE POST

3 0”

signs will be attached to the mounting brackets and post using heavy duty aluminum vandal resistant screws, bolts and/or nuts

Please have signs installed prior to requesting permits or inspections

Full Text of the Road Naming and Property Numbering Ordinance and Manual can be found on the county website at “http://www.albemarle.org/upload/images/Forms_Center/Departments/Geographic_Data_Services/Forms/Road_Naming_and_Property_Numbering_Ordinance_and_Manual.pdf”